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1.工ⅣTRODUCT工0Ⅳ

Thereis no way for medical science to improve it's skill

Without the most advanced knowledge and technologyin each era.

We canimagine how much people were surprised,When people could

See theinside of the body by x-ray for the first time. X-ray

photographs have greatly contributed to the diagnosis and

therapy of diseasesin the medicalfield. Althoughit is very

Valuable to visualize the inner part of the body without any

SurglCaloperations, X-rayimages have only 2-D(dimensional)

information, Since they are generated on the 2-D detector plane

SuCh as a photographic film,a fluorescent screen, and animag-

ing plate by x-rayS COming through the body.

工n 1973 Hounsfield successfully developed CT(Computed

Tomography)to get sectionimages of a 3MD objectlike the human

body[1]. Later he was awarded Nobelprize for the contribution

to medical science.The CTimage,Which shows us a cross section

Of the patient bodylike a piece of sausage cut by a knife, has

brought an epoch-makingleap to the diagnosis and therapy of the

present clinic｡Namely,imaglng Spatiallocation or shape of the

diseaselesion by observing a sequence of CTimages, a medical

doctor can diagnose theinside of a patient's body without an

SurglCaloperations. The progress of CT machinesis so rapidly,

and several modalities like x-ray, pOSitron, ultrasonic,

MR(Magnetic Resonance),etC. are uSed for different purposesin

hospital. Thanks to the good quality of the CTimage by recent

CT machines, We Can eVen See Very Smallwrinkles on the brain

Surface which can not be distinguished by the early ones.

G.T.Herman of the University of Pennsylvania developed a tech-

nique to reconstruct the origina13-D object from a sequence of

CTimages by using computerimage processing[2].His conceptis,

asit were, that computer may play the role of a medicaldoctor

toimagine the 3-D shape of an object from 2-D CTimages and ex-

Pert knowledge in his mind. 工tis significantin the sense of
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the objectivity and the accuracy､Of diagnosis that computer can

generate the exact shape of the interesting region by

Calculation.Recently,a few CT machines, Which have a function

to reconstruct 3-D shapes of organs from a set of CT slices,

have appearedin the market. Severalresearches are now being

performed from various directions to use the potentialinforma-

tion of CTimages not only for diagnosis or education but also

for
actualclinicaltherapy planning. 工n the following of this

Chapter we shalldescribe how computer-generatedimages can be

usedin order to help medicaldoctors.

(1)l)ia nosi細
工t is effective to understand the preciselocation or the

Shape of diseaselesion for proper diagnosis,if we can success-

fully process medicalimages for each purpose. At the present

time,the following researches have been done.

(;三1首)jagTlOSis of brain disease

Our research group developed a new method to reconstruct the

3-Dimage of the objects from x-ray CT slicesin order to help

doctors
understand the 3-Dinformations(10Cation or shape)of

the disease by displaying the disease lesion synthesized with

Other parts such as skullor ventricles[3]. Some studies for

diagnosis of the brain disease are also making progress by using

an MR 工mage, Which can clearly visualize soft tissues as the

brain[4,5]. They employedimage processing schemesin order to

extract the brainin the head MRimages automatically, and dis-

playedit by using CG(Computer Graphics).These studies would be

Valid especially for understanding the precise form of the

brain･ The multiplex hologramis one of the best way to get a

rea1 3-D image, SO that doctors can discuss the state of the

disease surrounding the 3-D holographicimage【6].

(b)Ⅰ叫F beart

The 3-D display experiment of MR工 Of the heart was recently

reported[7]･A study to use ultrasonicimages for evaluation of

the movement of theleft ventricle has recently been donein or-

der to diagnose the disease which disturbs normal movement of

the heart muscle[8]･ 工n dealing withliving heart data,We muSt

take care of the movement of the heart like expansion and

Shrinking dur-ing taking theimageinformation.
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卿mning

工t is possible for the 3-D reconstruction of CTimages to be

applied not only for diagnosis but also for making a plan of

Various clinical treatments.

(岬rgery

工n the field of brain surgery, CTimages areimportant to un-

derstand theinner part of the head without actualsurgery,When

the operation should be done very carefully.We have developed a

SCheme for 3-D display of skin,Skull,Ventricles,tumOr and su-

turein order to make a surgical plan before the surgery[3].

Several CG techniques were adopted to realize this function,

SuCh as surface construction by triangular patches, tranSlucent

display or hidden surface removal.

(b)Ⅰ)1a叫

工t is one of the most challenging research to apply 3-D

reconstructedimage of x-ray CT to the planning of craniofacial

Surgery[9-13】.The aim of this kind of surgeryis to reform con-

genital or
acquired deformities of the skull. 工n the actual

Surgery, first, the skullis cutinto small pieces of bony

blocks,and then the blocks are moved to achieve desirable shape

for a whole skull. Since bony region in CT image can be

automatically extracted by the simple thresholding method,itis

a good way to use computer for the purpose of image processing

Of bony area. We have developed a surgicalplanning system for

Craniofacialsurgery called NUCSS(Nagoya University Craniofa-

Cial Surgical-planning System)based on requests from surgeons

Which has abilities to be usedin actualclinic【14].

(c)_ Plannin ror ortho cdic sur cr

HipJOint between pelvis and femuris a suitable part of the

body to display its 3-Dimage by computer, Since the hidden

part,Whichis the mostimportant for diagnosis around this sec-

tion and alwaysinvisible, Can be seen by computer processes

Without any operations【15]. 工f a surgery can be
simulated on a

graphic terminalaccording to the scheme doctors actually do,it

WOuld be worthy to decide the most proper way of surgery before

entering an operation room･Artificialfemuris oftenimplanted

to patientin this kind of operation.Doctors usually select the

most appropriate femur for each patient among severalready-made
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ones. cT has madeit possible to obtain truly 3-D structure of

the inner part of the body noninvasively. This 3-Dinformation

Can be applied to design customimplants which can be made by

NC(Numerical Controlled) machine and would be the best

One[16,17].

(3)Medical education

Alltechnologies described above are also valid for education

in medicalscience. Personalcomputer system which can display

rough structure of theinner part of the human body has been

developedin order to help young doctors study anatomy[18].
The

less hardware costs,the more precise structures could be stored

in the computer memory for educationin near future.

工n the following two chapters of the paper(chapter 2 and :享),

We describe a computer system for brain surgicalplaIlnir3g arid

diagnosis. The outline of the processin the system is in盲∴rO脚

ducedin chapter 2. 工nputimages,COmPuter and graphic terrninal

used here are also mentioned.

Chapter 3 explains the details of processings. The techniques

for displaying surfaces from volume data consist of appiying a

border detection algorithm to CT images, fitting georIletric

primitives to the detected borders, and rendering these primi-

tives using conventional surface-rendering algorithms. Border

followingis applied to the binary representation obtained using

Simple thresholding on each CTimagein order to extract a set

Of contours ofinterest regions. Connecting the contours on ad-

JaCent Slices by a set of polygonalpatches,the 3-D surface can

be constructed as a polyhedron covered by a mesh of polygons.

Section 3.2 mentions these processes.

The CT valueitselfis sometimesimportant for diagnosis, SO

that three kinds of cross sectionimages with gray tones cor-

responding to CT numbers are generated as discussed in section

3.3.

Several rendering techniques for assisting diagnosis and sur-

glCal planning are presented in section 3･4 and 3･5,

respectively.
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工n section 3.6, eXperimental results of this system are

presented. Displaying gray values(CT numbers)on any cross sec-

tion with the surfaceimage such as the skull,the ventricle and

diseaselesion has been proved to be effective
for understanding

the 3-D brain structure.Translucent or windowing display of the

Skullis considered to be suitable for planning surgery.

工n the latter two chapters(chapters 4 and 5), We describe

another computer system, Called NUCSS(Nagoya University

Craniofacial Surgical-Planning System), Which supports medical

doctors to make a plan especially for craniofacial surgery. The

OVerView of NUCSSis presentedin chapter 4.

Section 4.2 and 4.3 explain how to display the skulland the

face from a set of CTimages. Sinceitis necessary to display

the skullas fast as possible during the planning stage, an aC-

Celerated proJeCtion methodis proposed to generate theimage on

a screen. Furthermore, filtering techniques are applied toim･-

prove the quality of generatedimages.Prediction of soft tissue

alterations caused by moving bony structuresis considered to be

Vaiuable not only for surgeons but also for patients. Weimple-

mented the function to roughly predict the patient's post-

OPerative face for the first time.

工nteractive manipulative techniques that allow simulating the

process of surgery are developed and describedin chapter 5.The

functions now available are to cut, tranSlate, rOtate and

reverse bony regions according to theinstructions given by a

SurgeOn.

Geometricalinformation concerning the degree of deformity in

the shape of the skullis sometimes necessary for sur-geOnS tO

make a precise surglCalplan. Measurement functionsimplemented

in our system are presentedin section 5.4.

Experimental results of planning a surgery and prediction of

SOft tissue alterations are shownin section 5.5. Surgeons have

already used this system to obtain desirable surgicalplans in

about lO cases.
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2.A SYSTEM FOR COMPUm A工DED BRA工N SURG工CAL PI｣ANN工NG

AND D工AGNOS工S p OUTL工NE

2.1 工NTRODUCT工0Ⅳ

This and the following chapter present a software system for

three dimensional(3-D)display of brain CTimages developed to

help medicaldoctorsininterpreting CTimages,in diagnosing,

andin planning therapy or surgicaloperations[1-3]. The aim of

the systemis to provide facilities for planning and estimating

the effects of surgical operations in the field of brain

Surgery. To achieve the desired ability of the system, We need

to soIve two major problems:how to extract 3-Dinformation from

3wT) pictures(a set of 2-D CT slices), and how to pr･eSent the

information to observers.

For the former problem, COnVentionalimage processing tech-

niques are utilized such as thresholding, border following,and

filtering. All of these algorithms are available as a FORTRAN

Subroutine library storedin our computer file[4,5]. However,

Since fully automated extraction of medicaily significant

Objects, SuCh as organs or diseaselesion,is stillrather

difficult,interactive determination of objects to be displayed

are employedin the system at the present time.

The latter problem of displayis solved by resorting to com-

puter graphics techniques. Though ordinary computer graphics

mainly use well-defined numericaldata for display, for medical

images we must dealwith''rawimage data'' such as CT slices

gathered from a living body. Therefore, SpeCialdisplaying

methods should be developed for helping doctors to perceive the

3-Dinternalstructure of the brain recorded on CTimages. Such

methodsinclude:reSlicing along an arbitrarily oriented plane,

reconstruction of surfaces of soft tissues and bones(skull),

Shaded display of reconstructed surfaces, generation of the

translucent surface, and windowing the skull surface to observe

一
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inside the brain.

工n an X-ray CTimage, tWO different types ofinformation are

COntained:mOrphologicalinformation represented by borders of

Objects or by spatialrelations among severaldifferent objects,

and the gray value(i.e. value of the CT number) attached to

each picture element(pixel).Since both areimportant for medi-

Calusage, We need methods to display both of them effectively.

Our solutionis to display these two kinds ofinformation simul-

taneouslyin the same picture plane by mapping related gray

Values onto any cross section observedin a presented picture.

2.2 0UTL工NE OF SYSTEM:FtJNCT工ONS

A system we discuss here consists of two maJOr PartS. Oneis

to extract the region of interest such as the skull, SOft

tissues, Or diseased parts･The other is to display these

Objects.

(1)Extraction

We use 2-Dimage processing techniques to extract each region,

Since the CT data consists of a 2-D image sequence. Simple

thresholding and border extraction of 2-Dimages are used to

detect skull, Skin and hematoma regions in brain CT images.

These regions are easily distinguished from other areasin an X-

ray CT･ For example, CT values of the skullare higher enough

than thosein other organs･Hematoma or tumors also have higher

CT numbers than surrounding soft tissues, though there are some

CaSeSin which the gray values on and near disease lesion bor-

ders shade off gradually and edges are not clear, thereby ex-

traction of regions becoming difficult. 工n such a case, We eX-

tract regions to be processed by aninteractive procedure.

(2)DIsp18y

The generalprocessing flow to display 3Dimagesin this sys-

temis shownin Fig.2.1. Several approaches as follows are

adopted since both a surface image and a_density(CT value)

image should be displayed for better understanding of the state

Of diseases.
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Surfaceimage:(1)Extraction of border points･

(2)Construction of a 3-D surface.

(3)Calculation of shading values on the

Surface.

Densityimage:(1)Reslicing to produce a new section plane

(2)Mapping to give the plane CT value

(3)工mage data usedin the experiment

Original datais a set of brain X-ray CTimages consistirlg Of

parallelslices, With the resolution of 256 x 256 pixels･We

reduced them to128 x128 pIXels for the convenience of system

implementation on a minトcomputer･Sliceintervalis 5 mm an(j

pixelsizeis 2 mm for128x128 resolution･

Wセ use the fo】_lowing two sets ofimages offered by Fuji-ta-

Gakuen University Hospital(Fig.2.2).

data l:hematoma.The number of slices is18.Hematoma

existsin the 5th.through the15th.of18 slices･

data 2:tumOr.The number of slices is18.Tumor

existsin the 8th.through thelOth.slice.

(4)Computer and graphic
display device

64KW main memory and a raster type display GRAPH工CA M-305S･ The

resolution of the displayis 512x 320 dots and the memory for

one dotis15 bits(5 bits are assigned to Red, Green and
Blue,

respectively).
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Fig.2.2(a)Originalslices of datal(hematoma).
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Fig.2.2(b)Originalslices of data 2(tu血Or).
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3.工MAGE PROCESS工NGS FOR BRA工N SURG工CAL PLANN工NG

AND D工AGNOS工S

3.1工NTRODUCT工ON

since the brainis the most mysterious part of the human body･

the surgery and the diagnosis of this organ should
be prudent

enough.Furthermore the brain surgeryis dangerdus and si~iOuld

not be tried many times.From this point,doctors have to diag,F･

nose the disease as precisely as possible,and make the most

suitable plan for the surgery･ Although images taken by CT

machines can help doctors to make the strategies for medical

care,itis sometimes difficult to understand the 3-D shape or

thelocation of the diseaselesion,Since a CT slice･itselfis
a

2･-;二)image. Computer can produce 3-Dimages from a set oでCT

sljces,and they would be useftllfor this purpose･

In this chapter we discuss the 3-D image generation sch∈ラ汀皇eS

for diagnosis or surglCal plan of brain diseases･We have

developed a simple method to reconstruct 3-D surfaceimages
fr･Om

a set of borders.The borders of theinteresting reglOn SuCh as

the skullare extracted automatically from originalCT slices by

usingimage processing techniques･ We also prepare■aninter-aC-

tive extraction scheme for the organ whose border is difficlllt

to specify automatically･ In order to represent the border

points, We developed ▼▼cylindrical Coordinate Expression''

described in 3.2.2. The 3-D surface
can be reconstructed

by

connecting neighbor triangular patches made by three border

points.We developed another method to make3-D object from2-D

borders called ▼▼Border Sweeping▼▼ presentedin
3･2･2 for the ob-

JeCt Whose shapeis too complex to make triangular patches･

OriginalCT values areimportant for the diagnosis･tOO･ We

developed a function to generate new crosS SeCtions with CT

values from originalslices. These sectlons are a Vertical

plane,a tilted plane and a verticalcylinder･ We can observe

the distribution of CT values on these cross sections with sur-
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face images such as the skull. The details of the schemes to

generate each
cross

section and a complex of different sections

and surfaces are explainedin 3.3.and 3.4,reSpeCtively.

Section 3.5 describes a simple simulation system for brain

Surgeries･ 工n the actualsurgeries, Sma11part of the sku11is

Opened to observe theinside of the brain. The mostimportant

thingis to find the best position of the skullto be removed.

The region to be opened should be decided by
considering the two

maJOr factors:dangerous areainside the brain and the relative

location
of the disease to the skull. 工n order to help doctors

to decide the best part of the skullto be cut, We PrePared a

Skulldisplay function which has a 一▼window▼一 from which we can

Observe the diseaselesion. 工t might be also usefulto offer

doctors translucent display of the skull surface, Since they

COuld observe a disease lesion from any viewing directions

through the translucent skull.

3.2 3D StJRFACE CONSTRUCT工ON

The process to generate surfaceimages of 3-D objectsinciudes

3D surface construction and rendering. The construction process

is divided into two steps: border extraction and surface

reconstruction.

3.2.1Border extraction

3-D objects are reconstructed from a set of 2-D CT slices.

Therefore borders of the regionin question should be extracted

On eaCh cross section,i･e･ eaCh slice. 工n this stage, We Can

use
either of automatic extraction andinteractive one,if

neCeSSary.

(1)Automatic extraction:The CT number of bone regionsis much

higher than that of other tissues. Therefore the skull border

Can be extracted automatically by simple thresholding and border

following procedures using ordinary 2-D picture processing tech-

niques once the adequate threshold valueis found by a suitable

threshold selection algorithm[1】.
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(2)工nteractive extraction:The above method cannot be applied

to a region whose CT numberis not distinguished clearly from

that of neighboring tissues･Use of the anatomicalknowledge of

medicaldoctorsis necessary to eXtraCt SuCh regions exactly･At

present,interactive procedureis usedin our system･Viewing

each CT slice on a graphic terminaldisplay, doctorsinput the

borders of the objectin question by using the hair cursor･We

use this mode for ventricles,
tumOr･S and hematomalesionsin a

brain CTimage.

3.2.2 Surface reconstruction

工n this section, the procedure to reconstruct a 3-D surface

from a set of borders extracted by the above method is shown･

Two methods are employed for this purpose according to the fea-

tures of each tissue.

(ミ､ごさ▼ト音ndricalcoordinate expressions and triangulation: This

procedure consists of two steps:tranSformatlon to the Cylindri-

cal Coordinate System(CCS)representation from the Euclidean

く二OOrdinate system expression,and generation of triangular

patches as surface elements･CCSis suitable for representing3-

D surfaces of relatively compact objectslike the upper part of

the skull. After converting to CCS representation, the surface

is reconstructed by triangular facets made by connecting three

neighboring sample pointsin CCS. Details of these processes

are described as follows:

Suppose that all slices are situatedin z direction asin

Fig.3.1, before the tr･anSformation process. For each slice at

Z=Zj(j=1･2,…)･SamPling points are extracted at suitable sam-

pling angles defined by theintervalangle O, Center pOint and

Starting angle position.The sampling angle O on one slice
cor-

responds to that on the other slices･Distance rij from the cen-

ter point to a border point at the angle OiOn the slice z=Zj

is storedin a memory called r-buffer. 工f no border point is

detected at some sampling angle,We uSelinearinterpolation of

neighboring r values to get a hypotheticalr value for that sam-

pling angle.The r-buffer valueis reentered when a new border

point is foundif the new pointis farther from the center than

18



WaS the point previously stored in the r-buffer.After this

PrOCeSSis completed for allsampling angles on allslices,the

r-buffer containsinformation on the utmost borderlocation.The

r-bufferis describedas rij=f(Oi･Zj)･Whereiis thenumber

Of the sampling angle coordinate and jis the slice number in

CCS(Fig.3.1).

The surface reconstruction processis accomplished by connect-

ing the neighboring pointsin the r-buffer as follows･For any

given point(rij･Oi･Zj)in the r-buffer･tWO triangular tiles

Canbe defined whose vertices are[(rij･Oi･Zj)･(ri+1,j･

ヲ吉+;二;ヲ'三j;:1･子ニ‡二ご,;二;ア+吉'∴,a:;｣,`;子･j完ニβ三こ≡王:1三こr三三三:1i喜
COnStruCted by a set of these tiny tiles(Fig.3.2).

The r-buffer methodis one of the easiest ways to reconstruct

3-D surfaces since the exact correspondence of sampling angles

for allslices makesit a simple problem･On the other hand,Ob-

JeCtS that this method can be applied to arelimited to the ones

that have relatively simple shapes･ For more
complicated

Objects,the triangulation algorithm developed by Christiansen

and Sederberg【2]is employed.工n this method,thereis no need

to determine the relation between border points on adjacent

Slices･工t can automatically generate the most suitable trian-

gular patches connecting two neighboring slices.

(2) Border sweeplng: When the border shapes are too

COmplicated･SuCh as the case wherein the cross section of an

Object is multiply connected･the above two methods nolonger

Can Create Suitable triangle patches･The procedure called

'一border sweeping methodM willnever failto construct3-D shapes

OnCe a Set Of borders on
each sliceis extracted evenin such a

CaSe aS described above【3]･工t can construct3-D objects as a

StaCk of boards which are generated by shifting the extracted

borders
upward and downward by half of theintervalbetween the

Slices･Two boards produced by this method are
shownin Fig.3.3.

The board consists of two parts-the side and the top.The side

is made by triangular patches which connect border points of the

two sweeped borders･ The topis made by painting theinside of
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the upper sweeped border･The shape of objects generated by this

methodis stairlike,andlooks artificial･thoughitis robust

in the sense that it works well for any3-D shapes･The

ventricles are displayed by applying the border sweeping method

to manually extracted contours(as describedin3･2･1(2))･工tis

difficult to get them automatically･

3.3DENS工TY 工MAGE GEⅣEM工ON

Though the surfaceimage constructed from the extracted bor-

dersin CT slicesis helpfulfor diagnosis･the CT numberitself

sometlmes containsimportant meaning･For this reason･CT values

are also rendered by putting them on cross SeCtion planes･We

callsuchimage a densityimage･Cross section planes which are

tilted or verticalto the originalslice
are used as the density

image.These new cross section planes are PrOduced
from a set of

o㍗-;ginalslices[4-6]･We callthis procedure t▼reslicing'一 sin(ニe

new cross sections of the different direction from original

slices-
are calculated from a set of glVen Slices･A vertical

cylinderis also utilized
as the densityimage for an exampie of

CurVed surfaces.

3.3.1Vertical cross section

Fig.3.4illustrates how to reslice originalimages
to obtain a

verticalcross section･A new section~LR Can belocated at any

position andin any direction･Both the centerlinelc and the

angle O from the x-aXis specify the position and the direction

of the cross section
to be produced･Now we consider theinter-

sectingline between the cross section and one of the original

sections･Let
us callthisintersectinglinelk

for the k-th

slice.The number of pixels on thelineis the same as that on

an edge of a square whichis the originalslice･Since
we want

the quality of the new slice to be the same as that of the

originalone.For thei-th pixelon thelinelk･it▼s x-and y-

COOrdinates(Xi･yi)are obtained by

Xi=(i-n/2)cos O +Cx

yi=(i-n/2)sin O +Cy
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Where nis the number of pixels onlk and(cx･Cy)are the x and

y coordinates of the center line lc･reSpeCtively･

Unfortunately,itis rare that(xi･yi)exactly coincides with

One Of the originalpixels.Thus,1inearinterpolation technique

is used to obtain the CT value of a new
pixel. Thatis, the

Value of the pixel(xi･yi)is calculated by theinterpolation of

those of four pixels surrounding the pixel(xi･yi)･After that

this valueis assigned to(xi･yi)･ We callit▼▼mapplng▼▼to put

the value on the new section by the method described above. We

Should alsointerpolate the valuein z-direction to get the same

Spatial resolution as in the horizontal cross section.

3.3.2 Tilted cross section

Tilted cross sections can be similarly resliced.工n this case,

two kinds of tilted cross sections are considered:

(a)tilted cross section based on aline parallelto the y-aXis,

and

(b)tilted cross section based on aline par･allelto the x-aXis.

These sections are defined by the coordinates of the base line

(Sx･Sy･Sz)and the angle O from the originalslice(Fig･3･5)･

One reason we use these two kinds of tilted sectionsis that it

is rather simple to construct them once we rearrange the

Originalset of CTimage sequences for this purpose. Anotheris

that according to our medicalsources these two sections are

enough for a proper diagnosis. Reconstruction willbecome much

more complex in a system whose main memory cannot afford to

StOre Whole 3-D data,if any other tilted sectionis required.

The number of slices tointersect the desired tilted section

decreases as the tilted angle approaches O0 0r1800. Thus the

quality of the producedimage becomes poor since only few points

On the original slices are available for the reconstruction. To

OVerCOme this defect we keep the samplingintervald on the new

Slice equalto that of the orlginalimage.Fig.3.6 shows the

relatlon between sampling points on a tilted section and

Origlnalslices･The coordinates of the i-th sampling point

(Ⅹi,yi･Zi)for the two cases mentioned above are given as
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follows:

CaSe(a):

CaSe(b):

Zi=Sz+(i-n/2)sin
O

Xi=Sx+(i-n/2)cos
8

yi:Same aS the originalslice

Zi=Sz+(i-n/2)sin8

yi=Sy-(i-n/2)cos
O

Xi:Same aS the orlglnalslice

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

We use the four-pOintinterpolation again a10ng the tilted plane

to produce animage of good quality･The process for the case

(a),for example,is shownin Fig.3.7. 工nterpolated value f(P)

for a sampling point Pis determined by four neighboring values

according to the following equation:

f(P)= f(A)(1- α)(1- β)+ f(B)α(1- β)

+ f(C)(1- α)β
+ f(D)α β. (3.7)

3.3.3 Verticalcylinder

A vertical cylinderis defined by the coordinate(Cx･Cy)of

the center axis C and a radius R(Fig.3.8). We reslice the sur-

face of this cylinder by extracting sampling pointsin the form

of CCS along a circle thatis theintersection of the cylinder

and the slice. R-buffer,in this case, StOreSinterpolated CT

valuesinstead of distances from the center point of the circle,

because we can easily obtain the position of triangles geometri-

cally from C and R.The x and y coordinates of the トth sampling

point on an arbitrary sliceis determined by

Xi=R cos(27T(i-1)/n

yl=R sln(2方(1tl)/n

Ⅹ

y

C

C

+

+

)

)

(3.8)

(3.9)

where nis the number of sampling points on a slice.We also use

the interpolation in the z-direction for theimprovement of

image quality.

3.4 D工SPLAY FOR D工AGNOS工S
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Some concrete 3-Dinformations such as thelocation, Shape or

Saturation of diseases are important for diagnosis,because

Original slices are 2-D images
and untilnow medicaldoctors

have had to reconstruct3-Dimagesin their mind･s eyes.one of

the best ways to understand3-Dinformationis to observe some

COmbinationimages consisting of density images
and surface

images･工ntensity(or brightness)calculation and density

一▼mapping▼▼on a
surface are necessary to display theseimages.工t

Should be noted that the hidden surface problem(see 3.4.2)is

One Of the most important problems to overcomein displaying

Objects.

3.4.1ProJeCtion

Parallel(orthogonal)projectionis used for allprojectionin

this system since the proJeCtedimageis not distorted anditis

performed more easily than the perspective(central)projection.

For surfaceimages,three vertices of each triangular tile are

proJeCted onto the proJeCtion plane･The brightness of the tile

On the planeis determined by Lambert▼s cosinelaw:

工 =Cl+C2COS ∂ (3.10)

Where Cland C2are Suitable constants and8 is the internal

angle between the surface normaland the direction to thelight

SOurCe(Fig･3･9)･The surface normalis found by the vector

PrOduct of the two vectors which are directed from one vertex to

the other two neighboring vertices･This valueis glVen tO the

triangular area determined by the proJeCted three vertices.A3-

D surfaceimageis constructed after we proJeCt all triangles

OntO the plane in the same way. Hidden surface removalis

easily performed by considering the scalar product between the

direction of the viewer V and the surface normalN. 工f this

Valueis positive,the viewer can see the surface,and otherwise

not,thatis,

Ⅳ･Ⅴ > 0 vIslble

N･V < O invisible
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where both N and V are unit vectors･

For densityimages,We have to determine a painting region(A

x,Ay)on a projection plane for one projected point P･The den-

sity value of the point Pis mapped(or given)to the whole

region(Ax,Ay)･If
the size of that regionis not sufficient,

undesirable gaps might appearin the densityimage･工f the size

is toolarge,the quality of the mappedimage
becomes poor･Thus

we determine the size as follows･First･three neighboring

pointsincluding the desired point P are prOJeCted onto a

proJeCtion plane･Then,the twolengths of edges of the cir-

cumscribed rectangle thatincludes the proJeCted three points

are used as(A x,A y)in
Fig.3･10･

3.4.2 工mage composition

Arbitrary composition of origlnalslices･Surfaceimages and

densityimagesis available･However･there
are some CaSeS that

a densityimageinterferes with some parts of a surfaceimage
or

another densityimage･We should avoid to display such reglOnS･

The processingis simplein
the case of displaying the skull

sur･face under
an origlnalslice,becauseitis enough

to say

that nothing higher than the sliceis proJeCted･

工n displaying a tilted cross section together with a skull

surface and a slice,SOme partS Of the skulland the slice are

eliminated
by the cross section･Both the skulland the slice

are dividedinto two parts by the cross section･The eliminated

partis decided by the relation between the normalvector N of

the cr｡SS SeCti｡n and the viewing vector V.Let us assume F(P)

= O is the cross sectionitself,Where
Pis any point on the

skullor the slice.Then
an arbitrary point Pis displayed･if

F(CV)･F(P)<0,and not displayed otherwise･Where cis a

sufficientlylarge constant･Thereby,One
Can Observe the den-

sityimage without being disturbed by a slice or the skullsince

the parts of the skulland the slice which are nearer tO the

viewer are eliminated.F(P)is determined for the two cases Of

the tilted cross sectionsin 3.3.2 as follows･

case(a):
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F(P)=-X tan O +Z+Sx tan O
-Sz

CaSe(b):

erehW
⊥

2

⊥

2

Ⅳ

N

d

d

=Ⅳ1･P+ dl= O

F(P)=y tan8 +Z-Sy tan O
-Sz

=(-tan ∂

=(0,tan
= Sx tan 8

=-Sy tan8

0

2
N

･
∂

0二

2

)

d

⊥

+
D▲

ヽノ⊥

Z

Z

S

S

一

一

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

Fig･3･11illustrates theimage compositionin the case(b).

To display a verticalcylinder with the skull surface and a

Slice, We also eliminate some parts of the skulland the slice.

Two kinds ofimage compositions are available for a
vertical

Cylinder:

(c)composition of a vertical cylinder,the outer part of

Whichis eliminated,the skullsurface and a slice.

(d)composition of a
vertical cylinder,the inner part of

Whichis eliminated,the skullsurface,a Slice and a vertical

CrOSS SeCtion.

We willshow the elimination process for each case.

Case(c)The part of the skullsurface higher than the slice

under considerationis omitted first, because the skullsurface

is cut by the slice･AIso,the part of the cylinderlower than

the sliceis not displayed,Since this partis under the slice

andinvisible･The cylinderis constructed by triangular tiles

Which have densities(or CT values)to be mapped by the proce-

dure describedin 3.3.1. We should decide which tiles ar･e

Visible before mapping their densities･Suppose N and V are the

Surface normal vector of a tile and the viewing vector,

respectively･ Then, the tileis visibleif N･V> 0, andin-

VIsible if Ⅳ･Ⅴ < 0.

Case(d) The verticalcross section divides the skull surface
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and the slice under considerationinto
two parts･We first omit

the frontal(or viewer▼s)part of the skulland the slicein or~

der to show theinner part of the brain･The slice and the ver-

tical section
are displayed by mapping densities over each

plane･We should not render some parts of each plane which are

inside the cylinder･Fig･3･12and
Fig･3･13give a top and

an up-

per view of the relation between the skullsurface and each

sections(a slice,the verticalcross section and the vertical

Cylinder).

The elimination process by the verticalcross section for the

skulland the sliceis performedlike that of the tilted cross

section described above.The verticalcross sectionincluding
a

point C(Cx･Cy･Cz)is expressed as follows:

F(X,y･Z)=-X tan O +y+Cx tan O -Cy･ (3.17)

Let us assume again that Vis the viewing vector and cis a suf-

ficientlylarge constant･Then a point P on the slice or the

skullis displayed,if F(cV)･F(P)< 0,and otherwise not･

Some parts of the slice and the verticalcross section are

omitted since they areinside the cylinder･The sliceis cut ac-

COrding to the following rule:

the point P(Px,Py)is displayedif(Px-Cx)+(Py-Cy)>R･

and otherwise not.

Where(Cx･Cy)andRare the the centerpositionand the radius

Of the cylinder,reSpeCtively･

The density valueis mapped on the cylinder･if and onlyif

the condition described belowis satisfied.

N･Ⅴ < 0 (3.18)

where Nis the surface normalof the cylinder and Vis the view-

ing vector.
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The dark curvein Fig･3･12is the part of the cylindr･ical sur-

face to be rendered.

3.5I)工SPI｣AY FOR StJRG工CAL PI｣ANN工NG

One of the mostimportant decisionsin surgicalplanningis

Choosing the exact area of the skullwhich will be opened for

the operation･The region chosen should be the most appropriate

for each patient･This system has a function to help surgeons to

decide the most suitable operative area by displaying3-Dimages

including diseased regions with the skull and density

images(original CTimages).They can get theinformation about

thelocation of the disease area relative to other regions such

as the skullor coronalsuturesin displayedimages,and simu-

1ate the operation before the actual surgery.Two functions

(1)windowing and(2)translucent display are availablein display

Of the skullfor this purpose.We willshow the details of each

functionin the following sections.

3･5･1SkullYindoYing display

工n the actualbrain surgery,One part Of the skullis opened

and the operationis performed through that skull▼･window･▼.The

Skullsurfaceis generated by the 一▼ccs
and triangulationt▼method

describedin3･2･2･We can make a3-Dimage of the skull which

has a window by eliminating triangular tilesin the specified

area of the skullsurface, SO that diseases can be observed

through the window.

The window can be specified by z and O coordinatesin CCS

SuCh as(zH･ZL)and(O R･O L)in
Fig･3･14･

The skullwindowing display might generate ambiguous images

Wherein the distance from the diseased area to the windowis

Obscured･An origlnalslice,in such a case,is usefulforin-

dicating the distance from the skullsurface to the disease.We

added thelowest slice of the image where the disease was

Observed･The time and memory-COnSuming process of removing hid-

den surfaces can be expedited by displaying thelowest slice,

diseased tissue,Skullsurface,and the top slicein this order.
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3.5.2 Translucent display

工tis not usefulto create a Skullwindow for observing the

interior tissues before the optimalwindow has been determined,

since one might not be able to see the disease through the win-

dow from some directions.Displaying the skulland the top slice

translucentlyis one of the ways to observe theinterior tissues

from an arbitrary direction.We adopted Newel's method[7】for

translucent display.Thatis,

工 =(1- t)工b + t工f

Where

(3.19)

Ib=intensity of objects behind the other object c10Ser tO

If=intensity of the surface of the closer object(to
be

displayed translucently),

工 = tOtalintensity,

t = tranSparenCy COefficient,

if tr-anSparent.

if opaque.

This methodis simple,but generates usefulimages
for under-

standing the spatialarrangement of diseaselesions[8,9,10]･

3.6 EXPER工MENTAL RESIJLTS

Figures 3.15 to 3･21 are severalexamples of pictures gen-

erated by this system･Fig･3･15shows the skull surface with

horizontal and verticalcross sections with CT values on them･

Two kinds of tilted cross sections are added in Fig･3･16･

Fig.3.17 shows verticalcylinder
cross sections displayed using

the two methods describedin3.3.2.The same originalimagesin-

Cluding tumor was used here.

A ventricle surface reconstructed by border sweeping methodis

Shown in Fig.3.18.

Figures3･19 to3･21are the results of preliminary experi-
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ments for 3-D display to help surgicalplanning. 工n Fig.3.19,

One Can Observe a tumor or hematoma through the skullwindow as

described in 3.5.1.The lowest slice is useful to under･Stand the

depth of the diseased partin the brainin Fig.3.19(b). The

SmOOth shading method was adopted here to render the skull

Surface, and the coronal suture is also added to the skull sur-

face so that the location of skull area to be removed will be

better understood[11]. By displaying the skull surface

translucently,One Can Observe the disease from any directionin

Figs.3.20 and 3.21.

Computation time was 7 minutes(Fig.3.15)to15 minutes (the

CaSe including translucent display) to generateimages from

Orlglnal CT slices. These times include data converslOn

processes to make CCS surface data from original slices.FORTRAN

WaS uSed for the program of our system, eXCePt Smallparts of

工/O routines writtenin assemblerlanguage.Ratherlong computa-

tion time at the present stageis mainly due to the limited

ability of the computer used here,henceit willbe reduced con-

Siderably byimproving the program and the computeritself, and

by utilizing specialhardwar･e. See 2.2(3)and(4) for images

and computer systems used here.

3.7 CONCLUD工NG RE岨S

A system for displaying 3-Dimages of hu皿an brain structure by

reconstructing it from CTimage sequences has been developed.

The system has the following functions:

(1)工t generates cross-SeCtionalimages along an arbitrary plane

and generates a cylindricalsurface reconstructed from a given

Set Of CT slices as wellas the coronalor sagittalsection

images.

(2)Together with the above mentioned cross-SeCtionimages, the

SyStem also displays shadedimages of component figures
such as

the skull,the ventricle and some kinds of diseaselesions(e.g.

hematoma,tumOr,etC.).These components are extracted byinter-

active procedures or fully automatic methods using pattern
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recognition techniques.

(3) 工n order to observe par･tS Of the brain hidden by the skull

image,the system provides two types of display methods･Oneis

to eliminate part of the skullso as to make a window for view-

inginside the skull･Anotheris to display the skull as a

translucent surface.

This system is expected to be usefulespecially for surgical

planning and educationin medicine･Both the display of gray

values (CT values)on an arbitrary cross section and the addi-

tionaldisplay of the skull and the ventricle with cross-

sectional images were remarkably usefulfor understanding 3-D

brain structure. Using a windowin the skulland shaded images

of diseaselesions were also helpfulfor simulation of surglcal

Operations.

The objectives of this study performed about five years ago

were l)to find usefulmethods for completely utilizing 3-Din-

formation currently availablein CTimage sequences for medical

diagnosis and treatment, and 2)to develop the methods to gener-

ate such images, rather than to make a practical system

immediately. Computation time will be reduced remarkably by

using recent computer systems which are more than ten times

faster than ours. 工n most of modern CT system this type of 3-D

image generationis becoming popular and widely available as

their optionalfunctions.Thisimplies practicalsignificance of

3-Dimage display we discussed. 工n order to realize and to take

fulladvantage of more inte11igent display systems, methods

Should be developed for fu11y automated extraction and 3-D

proJeCtion of medically significantimages.
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]

Fig.3.1The cylindricalcoordinate system(CCS).

Fig.3.2 Reconstruction of the skullsurface by CCS.
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Fig.3.3Reconstruction by border sweeping･

Fig.3･4Reconstructlon of a verticalcross seCtionalimage･
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Fig.3.5 Generation
of tilted cross sectionalimages.
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d:SamPling distance whichis the

Same aS Orlglnalslices,.

Fig.3.6 Sampling points on the tilted section.

･‥ SamPling points on the tilted section

｡:SamPling points on orlglnalslices.
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Fig.3.7 Four-pOintinterpolation.
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Fig.3.8 Specification of cylindricalsurface.

Fig･3･9 ProJeCtion of a 3-D surface for display.
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Fig.3.10 ProJeCtion of density values.

ヒilted cross section

Fig.3.11工mage composition of the case(b).
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Fig.3.12 Top view of the relation between each sections.
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Fig.3.13 Upper view of the relation between each sections.
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Fig.3.14 Specification of the window.
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J i.

Fig.3.15 DIsplayedi皿ageS(skull,Verticalcross section and

Origlnalsllce).
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Fig.3.16 Displayedimages(Skull,tilted cross section and

orlglnalsllce).
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Fig.3.17 Displayedimagesincluding the cylindricalsurface.
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Fig.3.18 Ventricles reconstructed by border sweeping.
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(a)

(b)

Fig･3･19Diseaselesion observed through a window on the

Skull･Coronalsutures and orlglnalslices are also

accompanied･((a),(b):tl皿Or,(c),(d):hemato皿a.)
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(e)

(d)

Fig.3.19 Diseaselesion observed through a window on the

skull.Coronalsutures and originalslices are also

accompanied.((a),(b):tumOr,(c),(d):hematoma.)
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(b)

Fig.3.20 Translucent display of the skull.Tumor and hematoma

Can be observed through the skullsurfacein(a)and

(b),reSpeCtively.
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Fig.3.21Ventricle and tumOr Obser'Ved through the translucent

skull.
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4.COMPtJTER SYSTEM:FOR CRAN工OFAC工AL StJRG工CAL PLANN工NG

TTNUCSS▼T - OVERV工EW

4.1工ⅣTRODUCT工0Ⅳ

Various kinds of techniques have been reported for reconstruc-

tion of three dimensional(3-D)features of body tissues from 2-D

tomographicimages(slices). The quality of these reconstructed

images has been remarkablyimproved since recent CT devices have

Offered better quality of tomographicimages. SurglCalplanning

in brain or craniofacialsurgery based upon computer-generated

3-Dimagesis one of the most promising clinicalapplications of

SuCh3-D reconstructedimages･We have already described a sys-

tem for planning of brain surgeryin chapter 3･We willpr･eSent

a planning system for craniofacialsurgeryin this and the next

Chapters･ The main objective of the craniofacialsurgeryis to

reform inherent or
acquired deformities of the skullby cutting

the skullto separate smallpieces or bone blocks and rearrang-

ing them to achieve desirable shape for a whole skull. Thisis

meaningful especially when the volume of the skullis too small

for normalbrain growth･ 工n performing anindividualoperation,

the most suitable surgicalapproach must be determined for each

patient. Since, untilthe present time,this decision has been

made using a sheet of a2-D sketchimage,thatis,by cutting or

rearranging the sketch paper, SurgeOnS have not been able to

COnSider the post-Operative 3-D shape of the skulland soft

tissues,eXCeptimagingit from rearranged 2-D bone blocks.

A few studies with techniques of computer graphics and image

processing have been recently reported for 3-D simulation of the

Craniofacial plastic surgery using CTimages. Vannier et. al.

developed a system for evaluating deformities of the skull by

using 3-D displayedimages,and have used the system clinically

[1]･Herman evaluated the volume of bone graft and the amount of

graft resorption[2]. Tuy et. al. simulated bone removal

OPerations【3】. Brewster estimated the reformed skullshape by
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using the symmetric transformation[4]･Fe11ingham developed a

planning system which has a function to cut some bone regions

from a side view[5】.Although
these systems can help surgeons to

make surgicalplans which are relatively simple･they
do not have

enough functions for routinely encountered complex craniofacial

Surgery planning.

NUCSS(Nagoya University CraniofacialSurgical-Planning System)

has been developed as a practicalplanning system for craniofa-

cialoperations based on requirements and suggestions by plastic

surgeons.The processing flow of this system is shown in

Fig.4.1.工t provides the following functions‥(1)generation of

3-Dimages,(2)calculation of the distance between two points on

a3-Dimage,(3)surgicalplanning
on a side view of the skull･

(4)bone cuttingin arbitrary angles,locations and shapes,and

(5)rough prediction of the post-Operative face though the 3-D

reconstruction of the skin surface.In the next chapter,We Will

present in detail these functions now availablein NUCSS with

expcrimental results.

Features of NUCSS are roughly dividedinto two maJOr par'tS:-

image generation and planning･

(1) 3-D 工MAGE GENERAT工ON

Organs or tissues of the human body can be seen as 3-Dimages

reconstructed from a sequence of 2-D slices･ Since this system

mainly deals with the skull,bone regions are extracted from each

slice of x-ray CTimages by the thresholding technique before 3-

Dimage generation･The gradient shading methodis applied to the

extracted skullwhich has been expressed as a set of voxels for

generating shaded3-Dimages
on a graphic terminal【6],[7]･We

also apply filtering operations on the depth buffer,Whichis

used for the method described above,tOimprove the quality of

generated images･Such a3-D skullimage may be constructed at

any stage of the pre-,the under-,and the post-Operation stage･

AIso,a pOSトOperative faceimageis roughly predicted and gen-

erated based on the decided surgicalplan.
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(2)SURG工CAL PLANN工NG

Slices are modified according to the surgeon'sinstructions by

Cutting, mOVing and JOining pieces of bones to make the simu-

1ated post-Operative slices.

a)Plan{)ing on a side vieY:After displaying the side view of

the skull,the most suitable surgicalplan can be decidedinter-

actively by drawing bone-Cuttinglines on the side view image,

and then shifting,rOtating and reversing the bone
pieces cut by

these lines. Doctors can simulate severalpossible plans to

Select the best one,Studying 3-D properties of these plans com-

paratively and testing their relevancy by observing 3-D skull

images resulting from the assumed plans at arbitrary directions.

b) Cutting and moving bone blocksin an arbitrary direction:

After displaying the skullobserved from an arbitrary direction,

Vertices of the cuttiIlg region areinput on the graphic terminal

by theinteractive mode, and then the regionis moved to any

location.

Details of these functions will be shownin the fo110Wing

SeCtions.

4.2 SKtJLL 工MAGE GENERAT工ON

4.2.1Fundamental method

3-Dimages are obtained through four processesin this system,

Which are reglOn eXtraCtion,Shape expression,prOJeCtion, and

brightness calculation[8】. Details of these processes are as

follows.

Skullor soft tissue regions can be automatically extracted

from each orlginal slice by a simple thresholding procedure.

Since extractedimages of organs are simply represented in the

form of the voxel data, eaCh voxel is proJeCted on the

display(projection)plane by using the parallel(orthogonal)

proJeCtion. The proJeCtion is performed by calculating the

depth(the distance between the voxeland the projected plane).

The hidden surface removal is accomplished by storing the
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nearest depth for each pixelon the proJeCted plane. The buffer

for recording the depthis called the depth buffer.

工n our experiment, the extracted resultis expressed as a set

Of voxels V(工,J,K), Whichlies at the point(工,J)on the K-th

Slice.Each V(工,J,K)has the value''1''or''0''as follows.

Ⅴ(Ⅰ･J･K)=†∴:h;:三i;;:nt`Ⅰ'J'K'isintheboneregi?::1)
Only the voxels which has the value''1'' are proJeCted on the

display plane(Fig.4.2). The screen coordinates(x,y,Z)of the

projected voxelis calculated,and the depth(z)is storedin the

depth buffer(z-buffer)Z(x,y)whichis the same size of the

SCreen,thatis,

Z(Ⅹ,y)= Z. (4.2)

This processis applied to the all''1''voxels. The nearest one

is selected and stored in the Z buffer
when more than one voxels

are projected on the samelocation(x,y). The Z buffer expresses

the skullsurface after the proJeCtion processis completed.

Brightness on the displayed image is found by using the

gradient shading method[7]applied to the depth(Z)buffer.

4･2.2 Accelerated proJeCtion method

Quick responseis requiredin order to make a surgical plan-

ning on a graphic terminal. Surgeons might check his plan by a

3-Dimage on the screen from various directions. The voxel

proJeCtion consumeslarger part of the time required for the 3-D

display･Therefore,it is effective to reduce the proJeCtion

time as much as possible.

Cube･工n the originalmethod proposed by Herman et.al., allof

these six faces should be proJeCted on the screen when a voxel

WaS displayed on the graphic terminal【8]. After his proposal,

Various new methods have been
reportedin order to reduce the

time for the projection[9-11].Artzy pointed out that only three

faces should be considered, Since at most three faces can be
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Seenif the projection directionis fixed[9].Herman proposed a

new algorithm which needed none of the Z buffer and the com-

parison of z value, Since the voxelproJeCtion order was fixed

as the farther voxelfrom the viewer was projected earlier than

the nearer voxel(back-tO-front algorithm)[10]. Frieder showed

thatit was enough to proJeCt Only the center point of the

VOXel, iff the size of the voxelwas the same as the resolution

Of theimage plane[11].He also reduced the calculation process

for the proJeCtion by using tables in the back-tO-front

algorithm.

工n order to compare this with our new method, We Willexplain

his algorithm briefly. The transformation from (工,J,K) to

(x,y,Z)is given by the equation(4.3)
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Where the 3 X 3 matrixis the transformation matrix, and trans-

1ation on the display plane is represented by the term

(工0･Jo･Ko)･Three products L3･K･M3･K･and N3･K are calculated

OnCe for each slice, Since Kis fixed for a slice. Other six

PrOducts Ll･工･Ml･工･Nl･工･L2･J･M2･J･and N2･J are storedin

Six one-dimensionalarrays for all工 andJ, and read from them

using 工 orJas theindex,if necessary.

We have developed a much faster proJeCtion method which

reduces the number of the product,and needs no array,therefore

SaVing the searching time.

Assuming L3･K･M3･K･and N3･K have been already found for the

K-th slice, these values on the next slice are calculated as

follows.

L3･(E+』K)=L3･E+L3･』;K

M3･(K+』K)=M3･K+M3･』K

N3･(K+』K)=N3･K+N3･』K

Where A K is thelength of the voxelin the K direction. Thus
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thereis no multiplication and only one addition can produce the

desired values･OnCe L3･K･M3･K･and N3･K ar･e found･

A similar approachis used for 工 andJdirections.This proce-

dure then can calculate all elements of the transformation

matrix only by addition operations,after theinitialvalues and

the increment amounts have already been found by nine

multiplies. Frieder's method, On the other hand, needs 9 X N

multiplications for the originalimage whose sizeis N X N X N.

N3multiplications might be necessary,if
no tables are used.

4.2.3 工mprovenent of theimage quality

The skull surfaceimageis produced by using the gradient

Shading method[7]applied to the Z buffer. This method has the

defect of suffer{ing from some bumpy shapes on a generated object

due to the essentially angular shape ofindividual voxels, but

itis a rather simple procedure to find brightness of theimages

expressed by the Z buffer. Chen et. al. proposed the normal-

based contextualshadingin order to reduce this kind of bumpy

Shapes[12].This method estimates the normalvector of the skull

Surface by the relation of the neighboring voxelsin order to

decide the brightness of the point. Although theimage quality

by this algorithmis rather good,it requires much time due to

the 3-D procedure.

2-D filtering techniques to smooth the Z buffer may be effec-

tive to eliminate small bumpy noise withoutlosing essential

Shape features of the displayed object.The variable weight fil-

teris proposed for this purpose, and compared with the follow-

ing three kinds of smoothing filters with the mask size of 3X3

0r 5X5 pixels,and theiriterative applications.

(1)variable weight filter[13]:The output value at a pixel

(i,j)is given by the weighted sum of theinput pixelvaluesin

the neighborhood of(i,j),Where the weight values for neighbor-

ing points depend on the differences between the depth values at

the pixel(i,j)and atits neighbors.

1 1

gij=E
E ((Wmn･Zi+m,j+n)/Wmn)

m=-1 n=-1
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Zij:input value at(i･j)

gij:Output Value at(i･j)

Wmn ‥ Weight･

The weight Wmnis defined by

Wmn=W(dmn)

1･if dmn≦ a･

0･if dmn≧ b･

1/2+1/2cos((dmn-a)7T/(b-a))･Otherwise,

dmn=Zi+mJ+n-Zij

a = 2.O

b = 5.0.

Where

(4.8)

(4.9)

(2)edge-preSerVing filter[14】: Divide the neighborhood of the

pixel P into a few subregions and find the subr･egion where the

Variance of theinput densitiesis minimum. The output value at

Pis obtained by averaginginput densitiesin this subregion.

(3) median filter[15]: The median valuein 3X 3 neighboring

pixelsis used for the output of the center pixel.

Comparison of these filterings can be seenin Fig.4.3.Accord-

ing to the visualevaluation by medicaldoctors,the median fil-

ter and the variable weight filter were considered to be effec-

tive forimprovement of understandability of the bone structure.

4.3 PREI)工CT工ON OF TIIIi:FACE SⅡAPE

工n craniofacialsurgery,itisimportant,nOt Only for doctors

but also for patients(and their families), tO know how their

faces willbe changed by the operation. However,itis not easy

to predict the precise shape of the post-OPerative face, SlnCe

muscular changes resulting from the surgery cannot be found by a

Simple way. Weimplemented the function to roughly predict the

patient's post-Operative face by considering only the bone and

the exterior tissue. This function has been developed only for-
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relatively simple surgery of brachycephaly at the present time,

since it strongly depends on theindividualoperative strategy･

The operation for correction of br-aChycephaly includes moving

the anterior part of the skullforward to expand the volume of

the skull. The predicted post-Operative faceis constructed
by

computer from the skull reformed according to the selected

operation plan.The outline of this functionis as follows.

(1)According to the decided plan,the skull is cut and moved

with the attached soft tissues,1.e. brain, Skin, etC. This

processisillustratedin Fig.4.4.Ocular globes(or eye balls)

Should be detectedin the planning stage to determine the r.egion

Which willnot be moved during simulated operations, Since eye

balls are not movedin realoper･ations. Automatic detection of

globes is difficult by using CT values alone because the dif-

ference of CT values between the eye region and other soft

l二issue regionsis not solarge as to respond wellto the simple

thresholding technique. Therefore, We detect the ocular globes

On a Slice by a semi-autOmatic procedure partially supported by

interactive help of the operator.

The operator specifies by the crosshair the center point

(Xe･Ye)and the radius Re of an ocular globe on a typICalslice

COntainingit displayed on the gr･aPhic terminal.For each slice,

We teSt the fo1lowing conditions to determine whether an globe

exists on it or not.

Condition(a): AllCT valuesin a circle with the center point

(Xe･Ye)and the radius Re on the sliceliein the range of

those of soft tissues(Fig.4.5(a)).

Condition(b): Find the first encountered pixel which
is in

bony reglOn･Then the Y coordinate of this pixel Ybis greater

than Ye(Fig･4･5(b))･by scanning allpixels whose X coordinates

are Xe from the anterior part of the face on a slice･

We consider that an eye ballexistsif and onlyif both of two

COnditions are satisfied.Ocular globes might not appear evenif

One Of the conditions holds alone as shownin Fig.4.6. This
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processis applied to both right andleft eye ball regions so

that we may detect existence of globes, and not move soft

tissues on such slices.

(2)New slices are reproducedin a computer by using the plan-

ning data shownin Fig.4.7.

(3)Since gaps may remain on the skullsurface after cutting and

moving bone blocks at the planning stage, We Should use a

rendering technique to smoothly connect soft tissues on adjacent

Slices.工n our system, t'cylindricalCoordinate Expression.'(CCE)

technique is employed for reconstructing the surface of soft

tissues(face). CCE uses CCS described in 3.2.2 in order to

SpeCify a pointin 3-D space. This technique wasimproved to be

usefulin generating a 3-D object surface from a set of CT

Slices.Thelinearinterpolation of the surface data between two

adjacent slices is also used to smooth the reconstructed post-

Operative surface(Fig.4.8).

Although the CCE generates good shapes of the face and

Shoulders,a hole may appear at the top of the headif theinput

CT slices do not cover the upper part of the head. 工n order to

OVerCOme this difficulty,''polar Coordinate Expression''(PCE)

technique was developed for reconstructing the surface of the

face. This methodis suitable especially for the upper part of

the head.The PCE can generate naturalshape of the head by con-

necting the surface around the top of the head. We then combine

advantages of CCE and PCEin order to reconstruct more natural

Shape of the human head and face,Since the CCEis much superior

for generating the face and shoulders. On the other hand, the

VOXeltype expression of 3-D objects from 2-D CTimagesis also

recommended for this purpose. 工n section 5.5,We COmPared these

methods to predict the shape of the post-Operative face.

The method described here cannot estimate the precise shape of

the soft tissue, Since it does not take into account the

materialproperties of the soft tissue. However,We Can aSSume

that the thickness of the soft tissue over the skull is ap-

proximately constant especially for the surgery of the upper
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part of the head･From this point of view･We have received the

reputation by surgeons that our method is useful enough to

present the rough shape of the post-Operative soft tissue for

the surgeries of the upper part of the head･
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PROCESSING FLO囚

Fig.4.1Processing flow of NUCSS.
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Viewing point

Fig･4.2 VoxelproJeCtion.
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(a)No filtering

(c)Median filtering

(b)Variable weight filtering

(d)Edge-preSerVing filtering

Fig.4.3 CoInparIison ofi皿ageS generated by using three klnd of

fllters.
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bne｢egio｢1

SOft tissue｢egion
ポ ー

Fig.4.4 Shift of a bone block with soft tissue･

(a)Condition(a) (b)Condition(b)

Fig.4.5 Conditions for detecting ocular globes on a slice･
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(a)Failure case

using the condition(a)

e

b

Vノ

∨ノ

(b)Failure case

using the condition(b)

Fig.4.6 Failure cases using a single condition.

Fig.4.7 Generation of new slices Fig.4.8 Surface smoothingin

after the shift of bones. a 3-Dimage of head.
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5.SURG工CAL PLAⅣN工NG BY NUCSS

5.1工NTRODUCT工ON

工n this chapter,We Willdescribe functions to make a surgical

planin NUCSS･Most of the surgicalplans can be made on the 3-D

skullimage of thelateralview･NUCSS has been developed to

simulate the procedure of the planning method whichis actually

used by doctor･S.The basic principlein this systemis tointer-

act with the object throughits depiction in the view space･

transform the user-SpeCified manipulative operationin the view

space to onein the object space,and then carry out the opera-

tionin object space.

The procedure to manipulate the3-D skullon thelateralview

of the skullis describedin section 5.2. Another simulation

SCheme for osteotomies

isintroducedin 5.3. We prepared some measurement functions to

confirm the decided plan by NUCSS･Section5･4 describes this

function. Actualclinicalapplications are shownin 5･5･

5.2 PLANN工NG ON TIIE S工DE V工EW

At the present time,mOSt planning of craniofacialsurgeryis

made by surgeons using alateralview of the skullin an ordi-

nary x-r･ayimage.After tracing the skullsilhouette on a paper

from the x-ray film,they cut the paperinto small pieces and

rearrange a set of pieces according to their plans(Fig･5･1)･工t

is difficult in this method to understand 3-D features of the

posトOperative skullshape from the paper model･Our system

NUCSS,On the other hand,Can generate3-Dimages observed from

arbitrary directions to examine the validity of plans made on

the graphic terminalinstead of a paper model[1,2]･This
func-

tionis applicable only to the operationin which bone blocks

are cut symmetrically with respect to the sagittalplane･

Nevertheless,this kind of cutting is sufficiently useful for

most craniofacial surgeries.
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The details of this planning procedureis as follows. First,

the skullof the patient viewed from the side is displayed on

the graphic terminal･Then a doctor draws the planning curve as

a guideline for reforming a distorted skull.According to the

planning curve, the cuttinglines are
storedin the system as a

list of allborder pixelslocated on the given planning curves.

All border pixels are assigned theirlabels so that each bone

block defined byits border pixels may beidentified and manipu-

1ated separately･For example,We Can mOVe these blocks to any

location by specifying the block to be moved and then giving the

position of destination. Shift, r･Otation,reVerSe mOVement and

arbitrary sequence of them are available for moving.All

processes described above are selected by the hair cursor from

the menu displayed at the bottom of the screen･Mathematically

each step of block movementis represented by a transformation

matrix of the 3-D affine transformation and a sequence of move-

ments is described by the products of matrixes corresponding to

anindividualmovement. Thus, the final state of a block is

easily found even after along sequence of movements givenin-

teractively by a user.

After the plan which seems to be the most suitable for

patient is determined on the side view of the skull,

feasibility of the plan should be confirmed carefully fr･Om

e

e

D

h

h

一

t

t

3

Viewpoints for guaranteeing the safety of the actualsurgery.

Our system can generate an arbitrary 3-D view of the skullafter

the bone blocks were moved according to the plan.

工tis desirable that planning on the side viewed skullimage

described above can be easily applied to any viewedimage,Since

the initial referenceimage should not only be the side viewed

One, but alsoimages viewed from various directions. 工n our

SyStem, SurgeOnS Can make a surgicalplan by selecting the most

Suitable direction for cutting each bone･ Therefore, they can

Cut a bone block from any angle accor･ding to the realmovement

Of the electric surgicalknife･ The finalplan is decided by

COmbining severalplans decided from different directions. The

planning processes are shownin section 5.5.
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5.3 CUTr工NG ANDMOVE忙ENT OF AN ARB工TRARY SIIAPE OF BONli:BLOCKS

The function describedin thelast sectionis applicable only

for operations which cut the bone by planes verticalto the

screen.Although thisis usefulfor simulation of most craniofa-

cialsurgery,itis stillnot adequate for operations which

requires other types of cutting,becauseit exclusively r･equires

symmetricalbone cutting･We developed another function to deal

with bone cutting operations different from those presented in

section 5.2. Here the cutting bone block can have an arbitrary

shape and thickness,and hence the system can be applied for the

operative planning whichincludes asymmetricalbone cutting[3]･

Therefore the new function can be used not only for craniofacial

surgery but also for brain surgeryin gener･al, Sinceitis pos-

sible to simulate opening the skullarbitrarily according to the

location of the diseased partsin the brain･We will show the

PrOCeSS Of this functionin detail.

5.3.1工nteractive specification of the cutting
bone

Assuming that the shape of the bone block to be cutis an ar-

bitrary polygon with finite thickness,Vertices of the polygon

areinput sequentially on a3-D skullimage･The skullwith this

polygon can be observed from alldirections to examine the shape

and thelocation of the removalregion. 工n order to superimpose

the region precisely on the skull,allthe world coordinates of

pixels on the polygon contour should be calculated from the

screen coordinates and storedin the system because they arein-

Variant regardless of viewing angle.

Contour points of the cutting reglOn are marked
on the skull

utilizing the transformation from the world coordinate to the

screen coordinate. This contourline may become discontinuous,

if a viewing direction different from that used for defining the

removalregionis chosen. For such parts of discontinuity, neW

points areinserted bylinearinterpolation to connect the line

SmOOthly.

5.3.2 Removalof the specified skullreglOn
●
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The removalregionis decided slice by slice.

might be few cases that the stored contour point

Slice, We first find the contour point whichis on

Original slices. For an originalslice S on which

POintis missing, We find the pair of the contour

that by connecting them aline segmentintersecting

is generated. Then the contour point on the slice S

Since there

exists on a

One Of the

the contour

points such

the slice S

is deter-

mined by theintersecting point between theline and the slice

S･Let us denote a sequence of contour points by Cl,C2･-",Cm,

the Z coordinates of these points by Zl･Z2･"-･Zm and the Z

COOrdinate of the slice by Zs as
shownin Fig･5･2･The point

Pair Ciand Ci+1Should satisfy the fo110Wing condition:

(Zi-Zs)(Zi+1-Zs)<0 (5.1)

Wherel<i<m and Zm+1=Zl･

Then the X and Y coordinates XK and YK Of the contour point on

a slice whose Z coordinateis Zs are determined by the inter-

POlation of the X and Y coordinates using Xi,Yiand Xi+1･Yi+1･

respectively,Of the points found above.Namely,
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(5.3)

For all pairs of the contour points satisfying the condition

(5･1), the interpolated contour points are determined by

Eq･(5･2)and(5･3)･This gives allcontour points on the slice

Z=Zs･ The world coordinates of a point on the user specified

COntOur are determined using the z-buffer and the viewing

direction･The pointis not necessarily on a slice･Therefore,

the contour point on a slice should be found by eq.(5.2) and

(5.3).

The removalprocessis carried out by extracting allpixelsin

the removalbony area on each slice.Assume,forinstance,that

COntOur POints Kland K2are found on the slice Z=Zs as
shownin

Fig･5･2･Thelocations of these points are determined by CCE as

(rl･81)and(r2･02)･reSpeCtively･We decide the removal
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region by these coordinates asillustratedin Fig･5･3･First･We

calculate the maximum and the minimum radii Rmax and Rmin

for the removal area as follows:

Rmax =maX

Rmin=mln
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(5.4)

(5.5)

where Aland A2are Suitable constants selected beforehand so

that Rmax and Rmin COVer the whole bone region･Second･We

remove all pixels within this area･The pixelP(rp,O p)should

be removed,if and only if the following conditions
are

Satisfied:

Condition: 01<O
p<02 and Rmin<rp<Rmax･(5･6)

By applying this process to allslices,the removal region is

eliminated from the displayed 3-Dimage of the skull･

5.4 MEASUREMENT FUNCT工ON

Geometrical information concerning the degree of deformityin

the shape of the skullis sometimes necessary for surgeons to

make planning of craniofacialsurgeries more precise[4,5]･We

developed a function to find the distance between two points

specified on a displayed skullimage･After displaying a skull

image from a suitable angle,a uSer interactively (i･e･by

crosshair)inputs two points on a skullimage which
are the end

points of the distance he wants to know･Values of X and Y coor-

dinates of the two points are determined in the screen coor-

dinate system when heinputs them,and Z coordinates are ob-

tained from the Z buffer table generated at the display stagein

the form of Z=f(X,Y).The distanceis calculated using the world

coordinates of the two points which ar･e tranSformed from the

SCreen COOrdinate system. Similarly, the distance between two

points along to the object surface can be measured in our

SyStem.

The angle for the rotation of a bone blockisimpor'tantin

reconstructing naturalshape of the head. Therefor, Our SyStem
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displays the angle for the rotation,When a bone block is

rotated on the graphic terminal.

As an
estimation of the decided surgicalplan,the volume of

theinner part of the skullis mostimportant.We calculate the

Change of the volume between pre-OPeration and simulationin or-

der to verify the plan･工n the case of an actualsurglCalplan

Which a surgeon decided,the volume of pre-Operation(918cm3)

would be enlarged tol137cm3after the operation.The numbers

Of these volumes are considered as reasonable compared to

SurgeOn's experiences.

5.5 EXPER工MEⅣTAL RESULTS

工n this section, We Will show several examples of

applications･Two kinds of X-ray CTimage sequences given below

Were uSed as theinput data.

image 工:512 x 512 pixels xlOO slices with the slice

intervalof2mm･The pixelsizein the plane of

SeCtion is O.7mm

image 工工:512x 512 pixels x 50 slices with the slice

intervalof 4rnm･The pixelsizein the plane of

SeCtion is O.7mm.

The resolution is reduced to256x256before the process for

SaVing computation time and memory[2].Originalslices are shown

ln Flg.5.4.

The process of surgicalplanning by this system is shown in

Fig･5･5･First･the
side view of the skullis displayed on the

graphic terminal(Fig.5.5(a)).Second,the command for bone cut-

ting is selected from the menu shown at the bottom of the

SCreen･and according to a doctor▼s plan, the cuttingline is

input on the skullinteractively by hair cursor(Fig.5.5(b)).
Third,SeVeralmanlpulations are applied to each bone block. 工n

Fig･5･5(c), for example, the anterior bone blockis
shifted

backward after rotating90 degrees and the posterior block is

reversed after being moved to the upperleft.This plan can be
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checked by a3-Dimage of the reformed skullobserved from any

direction a user requires･One of theimages for the examination

is shownin Fig.5.5(d).An example of clinical application is

shownin Fig.5.6･ For more complex surgeries･SeVeralplanning

from different directions can be combined･Fig･5･7 shows the

process of planning for a complex surgery･Another result of the

planning of a complex surgeryis shownin
Fig･5･8･ 工nput data

used here is the 一▼image 工▼▼ described above･For
theimage

generation,We uSed the gradient shading method[6]after smooth-

ing the Z buffer by the variable weight filter･

Fig.5.9 shows examples of cutting a polygonal shape bone

block.The removalregion specified
by vertices of an arbitrary

polygonis seen on the skullimagein Fig･5･9(a)･The location

and the shape of this region may be checked from another viewing

point(Fig.5.9(b)).The3-D shape of the skullwith
the decided

cutting area removedlike the real operation can be observed

from different directions as shownin Fig.5.9(c),(d).''Image 工工''

was used as theinput data and the depth coding
was employed to

generateimages for this function･

The predicted faceimages using CCE are givenin Fig･5･10･For

comparison,pre-Operative,predicted and post-Operative face

images are shown in upperleft,lowerleft andlower right･

respectively.The skullshapes of the pre-Operation･Simulation

and the post-Operation for this case are shownin Fig･5･11･Here

we used the method
for extracting the ocular globes describedin

section4.3.The faces generated by CCE,VOXelexpression･and

PCE-CCE are comparedin Fig･5･12･The PCE-VOXelcombined method

can present the face shape more precisely than any other method･

where PCE is used for the upper part of head and voxelis used

for thelower part of head and the face (Fig･5･13)･Figs･5･14

and 5.15 show clinical applications of this scheme･We used

''imageI''as theinput data here.

The system wasimplemented on FACOM M-380 and 382,and the

program was codedin FORTRAN77･工t took aboutlminute for gen-

erating animagein Fig･5･5,30 seconds for animagein
Fig･5･9･

and lO seconds for animagein Fig.5.10. The graphic
terminal
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display used hereis GRAPH工CA M-1008,Whose resolution on the

SCreenislO24 xlO24 dots,and colorinformation of each dotis

StOred in the corresponding24 bits memory of which 8 bits each

are assigned to Red,Green,and Blue components. Generatedimages

are proJeCted on a512x 512plane and then magnified tolO24x

lO24 for displaying.

5.6 CONCLUD工NG REMARKS

A new 3-D CT image display system called NUCSS has been

developed for craniofacialsurgicalplanning･NUCSSis now pos-

Sible to find the best surgicalplan before actualoperations by

interactively manipulating a displayed skullimage on a graphic

terminal･According to the decided plan,the post-Operative face

Shape can be automatically predicted and displayed as a 3-D

Shadedimage.

Finally, the major problems for future studies are summarized

as follows.

(1)From a set of successive CT slices,3-Dimages are generated

as precisely as possible･We understood2-D filtering techniques

applied to Z-buffer could be effective toimprove the quality of

the displayed 3-Dimage produced by using the gradient shading

method･This scheme can be used for any voxeltypeimages.For

3-Dimage generationin the future,the quality of the resulting

image should be much more sophisticated,and the required time

for
generation should be much more reduced.

(2)Surgicalplanning by NUCSS can be applied to most of the ac-

tualcraniofacialsurgery at the present time. We also have al-

ready used our system in an orthopedic surgery of the hip

joint[7】･However,SOme neW functions are expected to be

developed to cope with more complex surgeries and for betterin-

terface between a surgeon and NUCSS.Planning scheme from one

Viewing direction does not work well enough for some of the

recent complex surgeries･ Furthermore, from one viewing

direction,itis stilldifficult to specify the exact location

Where the bone block
should be moved･We are now developing new

functions for solving these problemsin NUCSS[4].
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(3)The prediction of the post-OPerative face shape according to

the decided planin NUCSSis performed by considering only the

bone and the exterior tissues. 工t wi11be necessary to consider

muscular changes resulting from the surgeryin order to predict

more precise shape of the post-Operative facein the future･

(4) Although we did not discuss efficient object repre-

sentations for voxel-basedimages,itis
important for rapid

display and data compressionin the actualusage of our system

[8卜[12].

Furthermore we are now planning toimprove functions in our

system to cope with more complex craniofacialsurgery and opera-

tions in a wider range of fields･Measurement functions to ob-

tain quantitativeinformation such as brain surface and measures

of deformity should be addedin the future･This system willbe

also used for a variety of surgeries, SuCh as orthopedic

surgery, Surgery for cancerin the skull,Or COSmetic surgery･

工t might be available even for the scientific investigation

(forensic medicine)of police by predicting the face shape from

a corpus delicti.
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Fig.5.1Sketches for a craniofacialsurgery and reconstructed

bony blocks.
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f:盲g･5･2Determination of contour points on the slice z=Zs･

Fig.5.3 Removal reglOn On a Slice.
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Flg･5･4An example of orlglnalslices.
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Fig.5.4An example of originalslices.
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(a)Slde view (b)工nput cl】ttinglines

ロlモ
(c)Moved and rotated blocks (d)3rD displa

Fig.5.5 Surgicalplanning on thelateralvie
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Fig.5.6An example of clinicalapplication･
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Fig.5.7An example of the plan for a complex surgery.
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An example of the plan for a complex surgery･
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Fig.5.7Am example of the plan for a complex surgery.
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Fig.5.7 An example of the plan for a complex surgery.
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Fig･5･7An example of the plan for a coII)plex surgery.
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Fig.5.8 The plan for another complex surgery.
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Fig･5･8The plan for another complex surgery.
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Fig.5.8 The plan for another complex surgery.
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(a)Input a removalregion (b)Another･View of(b)

(c)Skullapplied removalprocess (d)Another view of(C)

Fig.5.9 Removalof a polygonalbone region.
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(a)Upper view

(b)Lateralview

Fig.5.10 Predicted faceimage generated by CCE.
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(a)Pre-Operation

Fig.5.11The skullshapes for t,he case of Fig.5.10.
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(a)pre-Operative(upperleft)and simulated(lowerleft)face
are

generated by CCE. Voxel expression
was used for generation

Of post-Operative face

(b)Threeimages were generated by PCE-CCE method.

Fig●.5.12 CoTT)Parison of faces generated by three kinds of

血etbod.
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(a)Skulls of pre-Operation and the simulation.

(a)Pre-Operative face generated by voxelmethod(up)

and predicted post-Operative face by PCE-VOXel(down).

Fig.5.13 PCE-VOXelco皿blnedJIlethod.
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Fig.5.14 Prediction of the post-OPerative face shape.

pre▼Operative skullaIld face(up):the simulated

Skulland face(down).
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Fig･5･15Another clinlcalexample of the face prediction.

pre-Operative skulland face(up):the simulated

Sk1111and face(dowrl),
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6.CONCLUS工ON

In this chapter,We Willsummarize the contents of the paper

and present problems remaining to be soIvedin this field･

The br･ief survey of the use of3-D CTimages were describedin

chapter l･The background of the 3-Dimage generation from CT

slices were also referred. Severalapplications of this kind of

studies madeit sure that 3-D reconstructions of CTimages had a

lot of possibilities to be usedin the actualclinicalmedicine･

This chapter alsoindicated where the studiesin the thesis were

located in the field of image processing and graphicsin

medicine.

In chapter 2 and3,We described a computer system for brain

surgicalplanning and diagnosis･Image processing techniques and

computer graphics schemes greatly contributed to the system･The

quality of the displayed images were not good due to the

restriction of the computer system and CT machine which were

available at that time.However,this system could be transfered

to the recent computer system and could produce much better

Performance.

Anot,her application of 3-D CTimaging to craniofacial surger'y

was presentedin chapter･S 4 and 5･ The simulation system NUCSS

discussed there has alr･eady been pr･0Ved to be quite effectivein

the clinicalusage by surgeons who used this system to make sur-

gicalplans for･aboutlO cases･工n NUCSS,SeVeralfunctions were

developed to be usedin routine works.In section 4.2,We Showed

an accelerated proJeCtion method
to reduce the computation time

required to generate 3-Dimages, Since the response time of the

system was one of the most important factors for making a

suitable surgical plan.The prediction of the post-OPerative

shape of the soft tissuesis necessaryin order to evaluate the

decided plan.This kind of function was also developedin NUCSS,

and the detailof the scheme was describedin this chapter.
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工n chapter 5,We eXplained the function for making surglCal

plans by manipulating the 3-Dimage on the screen･Finally,in

section 5.5, the experimental results on the screen were

PreSented by showing pictures observed.

By using 3-Dimages reconstructed
from CT slices,it is now

possible to visualize humaninternalorgansin three dimensions･

to interactively manipulate them JuSt aS a SurgeOn WOuld do

during a surgery,and to obtain vitalquantitative information

about them. This dissertation described computer systems for

simulation of brain surgery and craniofacial surgery. We feel

the system for brain surgery would not be able to be usedim-

mediatelyin clinicalroutine works.However,itis valuable to

understand the whole brain structures in three dimensions and

COuld be used for precise diagnosisin the hospital.

For the craniofacialsurgery, aCCOrding to exper-imentalusage

by surgeons,the system was considered to be applicable for real

operation.Especially,the followings were pointed‥(1)the
fun-

damentalfunctions of planningin the system are enough for most

of ordinary craniofacialsurgeries such as the ▼▼fan technique''

which enlarges the back of the head, and(2)the
3-D display of

the skulltransformed by the decided planis especially useful,

when surgeons can notimagine the frontalshape of bony blocks

On the lateralviewin the planning stage.

Possibility to apply 3-D medicalimages generated by computer

to surgicalplanning as wellas diagnosis was made clearin this

thesis. Still,the requirements ofimproved techniques suitable

for surglCalplanning exist.

First of all,itis necessary to cope with more complex surgi-

cal procedures. At the present time, manlPulations are

restricted to cut theimage by the plane perpendicular'tO the

screen from one direction,mainly thelateralview, Or mOVe the

bony pieces on the screen plane･工t could be a reasonable method

to combine several manipulations which are specified from

Various viewing directions to make the plan for complex
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Surgeries.

Secondary, effective tooIs to manipulate 3-D data set via a

View space are required. 工tis hard toimaglne the whole shape

Of a 3-D.object anditslocation from a proJeCtedimage. We are

planning to develop a new 白oftware to generate two or three

images viewed from different directions on the sameimage plane

to help surgeonsimagine the shape and thelocation of a 3-D ob-

JeCt eaSily.

Finally,general sophisticated method for soft tissue predict-

ion after bony structure correction should be developed. Al-

though the precise prediction of.the faceis difficult, a

general scheme could be realized to predict the soft tissue

especially for the upper part of the head. 工tis necessary to

analyze the elastic features of musclesin or･der to predict the

post-Operative shape more exactly.
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